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ASA-D2
A new generation in outdoor kitchens

ASA-D2, a collaboration between Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens, Dekton® by 
Cosentino® and designer Daniel Germani, was designed to act as a stunning piece 
of outdoor furniture equipped with kitchen capabilities. ASA-D2, arguably one of the 
most avant-garde outdoor kitchens on the market, was the answer to homeowners’ 
demands for a free-standing, smart and stylish kitchen station. The piece comes 
furnished with a Caliber™ grill and utilizes ultra-durable materials including Dekton by 
Cosentino countertops and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens powder coated stainless 
steel cabinetry.

Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens is leading the outdoor industry by showcasing color, 
style and design inspiring entertainment, culinary creativity and leisure living. We are 
established as leaders in transforming outdoor entertainment from a simple barbecue 
island to a fully functional outdoor entertainment space, in which the outdoor kitchen 
is central to the space. 
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“The collaboration with Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens 
and Dekton by Cosentino was a blast. I was tired of 
the same old boring "dude" barbecues. Introducing a 
"furniture feel" to a very utilitarian piece was my number 
one goal. ASA-D2 is an "outdoor kitchen" that is flexible, 
light, modular, extremely durable and resilient to the 
elements without leaving out the design aspect out of the 
equation. My customer is someone who enjoys design, 
loves entertaining outdoors and has a blast grilling in a 
sexy outdoor kitchen while, maybe just maybe, drinking 
a dirty martini with 3 blue cheese olives.”

-Daniel Germani 
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STYLE & FUNCTION

The evolution of the classic outdoor kitchen, the ASA-D2 is a Euro-style outdoor 
furniture showpiece and a fully-functional cooking island. Its free-standing design 
allows for 360° accessibility and the centerpiece - a Caliber grill with a disappearing 
hood - further maximizes cooking space and enhances the social experience of 
outdoor entertaining.

The attached planter is perfect for cultivating an herb garden making fresh pickings 
readily available for chopping on the Dekton countertop and adding to a recipe. 
Made of a sophisticated blend of raw materials creating a non-porous, stain-proof 
surface, the Dekton countertop easily resists the toughest food acids – including wine 
– making clean up quick and easy.

Nested drawers and ample shelf space provide plenty of storage and a pull-out trash 
drawer keeps debris out of sight creating an all-inclusive outdoor kitchen. 

The heavy-duty tubular steel frame and stainless steel body of the ASA-D2 pair 
stability with durability for all climates. It is available in four, unique powder coated 
finishes to complement the Dekton countertops creating an aesthetically appealing 
focal point to your outdoor living space.
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Dekton is a sophisticated blend of the raw 
materials used to produce the very latest in 
glass and porcelain as well as the highest 
quality quartz work surfaces. 

Caliber grills offer an industry exclusive 20,000 
BTU patent pending Crossflame™ Burner plus 
radiant technology. It features a fully retractable 
"disappearing" lid with a special counterbalance 
mechanism that allows for a smooth transition from 
open to close with ease. 

Modular Components

The ASA-D2 collection is an ensemble 
of contemporary, free-standing 
outdoor kitchen modules.
Refrigeration and the soon-to-be-
released bartending and storage are 
some of the modules being offered. 
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PURCHASE OPTIONS

ASA OGB 42 or 48 Caliber grill – 
choose either 42” or 48”. The Caliber 
grill base includes two full-extension, 
soft close drawers under the grill.

ASA OBF1501 Propane module – 
15 wide full door cabinet with a back 
½ depth area that accommodates 
the propane tank and a front ½ 
depth area with one full door and 
one shelf.

ASA OBF15 Full Door Module – 
15” wide full door cabinet with a 
½ depth front with one shelf. To be 
chosen when a propane module is 
not selected.

ASA OBT15 Trash module – 
15” wide cabinet has a ²⁄₃ depth 
trash pull out front, and a ¹⁄₃ depth 
rear door with two shelves.

ASA OBO15 Open module – 
15” full depth open shelf cabinet. 
This module has a polished stainless 
steel finish and no powder coating.

ASA OBM1520 Drawer module – 
has ²⁄₃ depth double drawers with a 
European full height drawer front and 
a ¹⁄₃ depth rear full door with shelf.

ASA FRAME 42 or 48 – 
Frame size must match the 
size of the selected Caliber 
grill chosen.

ASA-D2 can be configured with a variety of modules that fit into our standard base 
consisting of the base frame, curved ends and “herb/flower” box. The length of the 
base frame varies depending how many modules you select.
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Build your ASA-D2

ASA OGB Caliber Grill 42" 48"

ASA FRAME ASA-D2 Frame 42" 48"

ASA OBF1501 Propane Module

ASA OBT15 Trash Module

ASA OBO15 Open Module

ASA OBM1520 Drawer Module

ASA OBF15 Full Door Module

NOTE: The countertop is supplied by Dekton, and is purchased separately.
Plan on approximately $3,000 for the Dekton countertop and installation.
It must be fabricated and installed by a certified Dekton fabricator. 

Color

AURA NILIUM

TRILIUM ORIX
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